Fostering development of innovative solutions to Alaska’s energy challenges.

Project Snapshot:

Micro-Liquid Natural Gas

This study investigates the viability of small-scale liquefied natural gas (LNG) distribution as an
alternative to diesel fuel in Alaska’s remote coastal villages.

Project Background
As diesel prices escalate, Alaskans continue to look for alternative methods for generating electricity and producing
heat, especially in smaller, rural communities where energy
costs can make up a substantial share of a family’s monthly
expenses.
The recent uncoupling of North American natural gas
prices from their historic relationship to crude oil prices has
increased potential economic opportunities for liquefied
natural gas (LNG) to displace diesel in some applications.
The concept of using LNG as a viable replacement in Alaska
is gaining traction. Understanding the logistic and transi-

tional costs and the size of the potential market is critical to
assessing the economic viability of LNG in the state.
In Alaska’s very small markets, micro-LNG is likely to be
used first in where entry is least complicated commercially
and the amount of incremental capital investment to use
LNG is comparatively small. This study investigated the economics of transporting LNG stored in “ISO containers” by
barge for use in small, coastal power plants in Alaska as an
alternative to diesel fuel. While large-scale, bulk transport
of LNG for use in homes and businesses may be economically feasible and commercially preferable, it was not part
of this study since the volume of LNG required to be economically feasible generally exceeds demand for natural
gas in most coastal communities.

Project Description
The study focused on questions a potential vendor would
need to understand to determine if a group of remote
coastal villages represented a viable market opportunity. It
also looked at issues a community should investigate to determine if LNG is a practical option for meeting its energy
needs.

Applied Cryo Technologies (ACT) model ACT-LNG-12115-ISO is optimized specifically for transporting liquefied natural gas (LNG) worldwide by rail, sea, or road and is also ideal for on-site LNG storage.
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Key costs — including costs for natural gas liquefaction,
isocontainers, shipping, regasification and powerhouse
conversion — were analyzed and translated to per-unit
bases that match the very small markets in Alaska.
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Issues associated with the size and complexity of the potential Alaska coastal market were investigated. Only communities with a need to replace or augment diesel use for
power were considered for assessment to determine the
minimum number of communities that might be combined
to permit an LNG project to move forward. Candidate communities for conversion to LNG were determined by assessing dock and transport limitations, costs and efficiency of
power plant conversion from diesel to natural gas, and the
anticipated time it would take to ship the LNG considering
the location and number of reasonable candidate communities.
Economic feasibility was assessed from two perspectives.
First, economics were investigated at the community level
to determine whether local utilities would have an incentive to convert to LNG (assuming full Power Cost Equalization (PCE) funding). Only kWh that are not PCE-eligible
would receive economic benefits of fuel conversion.
Second, total statewide benefits — including savings associated with displaced PCE expenditures — were assessed.
Statewide benefits determined whether the state might
have an incentive to provide help to communities to make
the conversion from diesel to LNG fuel.
A basic risk analysis of the economics of conversion was
performed. Economic viability in relation to changes in relative commodity prices, the costs of conversion, and other
costs was assessed.

Project Results
Assessment of potential LNG delivered costs presumed
the reasonableness of figures publicly suggested for ISO
container delivery of LNG — roughly $2.50/MMBtu. In
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ice-bound communities, ISO container costs may be to high
too make LNG economically feasible. The combined demand of Naknek, South Naknek, and King Salmon, as well
as the total demand in Dillingham, may be an exception
since the load is sufficiently large to support more efficient
LNG storage options. For ice-free communities, the “rate
design” associated with need to meet peak, ISO-container
demand may significantly affect viability for a given community.
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